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ABSTRACT:

Increasing emphasis on promoting pUblic transpoIt and
restricting the car during the 1960s led to changes
in urban transport modelling.
Models depicting
choice of mode as a consequence of continuous adjustments to differences in modal generalised costs were
introduced" Doubts that this concept of choice is
valid aIe growing.. Recent studies indicate vexy
little choice of public transport, providing a car
is available for use, while theoretical work has
stressed the importance of habitual selection.
The
size of the eXIOI term in estimating small amounts
of effective choice suggests that little accuracy
is gained by using conventional choice modelling"
MOIeover, the modal choice issue is becoming less
impoItant as tIanspozt policy evolves and pzoblems
aIe seen in a fIesh light.
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INTRODUCTION
With the levels of car-ownership anticipated by the
North American planning studies of the 19505 it was assumed
in these studies that public transport use would become an
incidental feature of city life"
By concentrating exclusively
upon opt,ions and alternatives that represented variations on
the automobile and highway theme, there was, of course, no
Decessi ty for theories on how persons would react. to new
public transport services and facilities..
The rapidly increasing demand for road space was apparent, highway construction funds were readily available and public transport
was seen to be, and indeed was, a declining industry .
In this context, the earliest travel modes used by
metropolitan transport planners attempted to predict the usage
of public transport and all modes in terms of the differe~
charateristics of various areas..
These characteristics
summarised the social and economic circumstances in such
terms as income, car-ownership, population density and the
like:
the same characteristics which, in fact, were used
to pr'edict t,he number of journeys made in the city"
Since these rather unsophisticated models did not
display features of the modes themselves they were unable t,o
predict the response t,o changes in these mode features"
More to the point, since the social and economic measures
incorporated were generally increasing (car-ownership,
income, etc .. ), and were inversely related to public transport
usage, the models suggested that public transport would be
used by ever-decreasing numbers regardless of any attempts
to improve the service provided:
a sit,uation out of phase
with the views and attitudes germinating in the 60s decade
amongst those who determined transpor't policy"
The first st,ep t.owards rectifying this approach did
little to change the situat,ion in any fundamental sense .
Some studies carried out, minor modifications which represent,ed
alt,erations in detail rat,her than in approach..
These modificat,ions were often the outcome of new attitudes to trip
generation r'ather than the expression of concern t,hat a
distinct theory of mode choice was lacking at this time in
the transport planners' repert,ory of method..
For example,
the shift of emphasis in the analysis of travel generation
away from the use of area data meant that public transpor't
travel was now predicted from data on the social and economic
characteristics of the household or person undertaking the
journey as part of the trip end forecast,ing procedures"
It was not until the end of the 60s decade that planning
studies refined their procedures to an extent where the policy
statements then emphasising the role of pUblic transport and
calling for restraint on the use of the private car, could be
translated into proposals and be subject,ed to syst,emat,ic
appraisal"
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The refinement introduced was an explanation of modal
choice; the accent. was now on the mechanisms of choice rather
than facile account,s of mode use"
The new approach consisted of determining, for those people in car-owning households, how they would divide themselves between using their
cars and using public transport; people in non-car owning
households were regarded as 'captive' users of the bus and
the train, £01: whom no possibility of choice aIDSe..
For
those travellers more fOItunate, less restricted, the basic
postulate was that they would choose acco:J::'ding to the relative
merits of each mode"
In practice this often meant the
relati ve travel times by the two competing modes I incorporating time spent walking to or from bus stops and car parks"
In this way, the division of travellers by mode of travel
was accomplished in two stages:
an initial division into
those with and without cars (often done as part of the travel
generation px'ocedures because of its relevance to the frequency of trip-making) and subsequently, after jouxneys had
been distributed to theix xespective destination, a furth~:r
spli t in the group with a car"
In more rigoxous approaches along these general
lines, developed for example in the local PERTS 1970 study
(Neilson 1971), the performance of competing modes was
expressed as a relative disutility or I generalised cost'r ..
(By knowing the value placed upon travel time, time taken
can be expressed as so many cents and added to expenditures
on faxes, petrol, parking-meter charges, etc", in oxder to
work out, which mode is cheaper overall) ,
In addition, when
a differ'ence in generalised cost between modes was specified,
the probability fox an individual to choose one mode in
preference to the other was calculated and incorpoxated into
the analysis ..
IS THE TRADITIONAL CONCEPT VALID?
This generalised cost approach has now firmly established itself as the orthodox way of analysing modal split
and computer packages have been developed accordingly ..
Indeed, modal choice is now frequently xegarded as the caxdinal interaction in the transport syst,ern"
However, a
healthy scepticism regarding the validity and the appropxiateness of the generalised cost approach is now emerging"
Recent doubts have been prompted partially by an apparent
stickiness of modal patronage which does not appeax to have
responded to fare cuts and service improvements in various
demonstX'ation or trial projects in qUite the way anticipated
on the basis of a generalised cost appxoach to modal split
analysis"
Response to the (non-marginal) 20 pex cent cut in
fares in Sydney analysed by Hensher and Bullock (1977) has
been, to say the least, disappointing (cross pxice elasticity,
,,09), whilst the response to the Sydney Transit Lane has been
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both disappoint,ing and contentious (Hallam 1977 1 Cox 1977).
Analyses of a number of U"K" demonstrations by Heggie (1977)
pOint. to very litt,le react,ion generally and Rowell' 5 (1975)
review indicates t,hat any increased patronage that, does arise
comes from increased trip-making by cornmi tt,ed public transport
users"
Furt,her support for this pessimistic view comes from
analysis of t,he response to the sudden escalation of European
petrol prices in 1973/74 - somewhat ironically in view of the
renewed interest in modal choice modelling stimulated by the
oil crisis"

The other source of doubt stems from further research
which, in turn, has led to a number of new ideas..
One school
of thought has concentrated more closely on defining and
specifying the group of travellers that are in a choice
sit,uation"
The conceptual basis of this approach was spelt
out by Hensher (1975), and by Love1ock (1975) whose ideas
were reviewed at last, year's ATRF by Affleck and Godfrey (1977)"
Hensher str'essed the notion of habit interrupted by
a search and learning process when deterioration in the service
from the mode used reaches a threshold"
(The threshold
i t,self condi t,ioned by previous experience and expectations .. )
Lovelock I s ideas as elaborated upon by Affleck and Godfrey
(1977) emphasised the concept of the 'modal pool',
When
people plan a trip they select their mode from a pool of
modes thought suitable for that particular trip, a pool which
might contain one mode only"
The actual process of select,ion involves comparison of modes in the pool with an 'ideal'
mode..
Like Hensher's approach the concept recognises the
role of habit in the process but" interestingly, familiarity
is seen as tendency to reduce the pool t,o one habitual mode
for each type of trip unless something t.riggers a search
process ..
The interest,ing aspects which have so far emerged
from those that have pursued this particular line of enquiry
is that only a very small proportion of persons appear to
actively make an effect,ive choice from a modal pool of more
than one mode..
For example, Wildermuth and Bettison's
(1977) work here in Perth applied filtering techniques
with the objective of determining the proportion of existing
car users who might be expected on the basis of a set of
cri teria to include public transport in their pool.
(The
overall aim of the study was t,o assess t,he possibility of
increasing public transport patronage via marketing,,)
For work journeys the criteria for exclusion included
such aspect,s as varying work place, availability of a company
car, journey times by public transport 30 minutes longer than
car times, and so on"
The end result was that, less than 12%
of car commuters passed through the sieve and only 6% were
thought to be in the short term 'potential market'..
Although
one may disagree with the details of the filter criteria,
the basic message is clear"
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Wilderrnuth and Bettison were, of course, defining the
extent to which the modal pool of car commuters might
feasibly include public transport in addition t,o the car ..
In reality modal pools which actually include public transport
as well as the car may be rarer still"
At the moment. we do
not have measures of this, but what we do know is that where
a car is available for a journey, on nearly every occasion it
appears to perform best when judged against the 'ideal' mode,
Affleck and Godfrey's studies in Adelaide point in this
direction, as do Lucarotti (1977) and Banister' 5 (1977)
studies in the U.. K" context"
Banister's study in an urban area of good public
tranSpoI't but comparatively low car restraint (West Yorkshire)
is especially interesting for it,s carefully controlled analysis
of individual household data and for its rather startling
conclusion"
Out of 3,262 trips for all purposes examined,
only 69 (2 .. 1%) were made by choice on public transpol::t .
Most of these were in the context of the work trip but the
percentage choosing public transport for such journeys was
still a mere 4 . 7%"
But, what, of large cities with more :rigorous traffic
restr·aint policies?
Is the modal transfer more significant
than suggested by the figures for Perth or for West Yorkshire?
We do not have as yet comparable figures but there are
reasons for supposing the general picture will not be very
different"
St.atistics which show a greater proportion of
trips by public transport the larger the city, by no means
constitute conclusive or even firm evidence that large
transfers from the car to bus or train are taking place .
Car ownership tends to be inversely related to the city size
(with better public transport a possible causal factor); more
extensi ve and often better organised public tl::'ansport encourages more transit trips and longer journeys to work result in
less walking and cycling to the benefit of public transport .
Conversely, car t,rips which are restrained do not, on
the basis of recent, admittedly sketchy, evidence appear to
result in large scale transfers to public modes.
Instead
these trips are combined, suppressed - the Auckland Transportation St,udy Review (Pringle 1974) indicated that nearly
half wel::e car specific - or informally pooled with the U.K"
National Travel Survey 1974 indicating that 40% of all car
passenger trips take place in cars of other households .
These effects of city structure on the one hand and
modal split adaptive behaviour on the other, are evident
even in the Perth context"
Women.,
for example, - less
likely to have access to cars - account for approximately
40% of the central area jobs compared with about 30% elsewhere and for two-thirds of public transport commuters to
the core"
In addition, car sharing is distinctly higher
with occupancies of about 1,,5 persons per car (Peers 1977).
Neverthe1es s, for the journey t,o work the option of foregoing
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t,he t,rip altogether in the face of restraint on the car is
generally not feasible, perhaps with the result. that, at
least for this t,rip purpose, the transfer from private to
public mode is truly significant ..

Detailed analysis of the Perth figures suggest some
truth in t,his supposition"
1974 surveys (Uloth 1974)
suggested that pUblic t,ransport was used for work journeys
to the core of the C"B"D" in 40% of cases by employees in multicar-owning households and from 10% t,o 20% of cases for trips
to the rest of the C"B.,D"
But, not. all persons in multicar-owning households automatically have access to a car"
Banister's data shows working women especially do not necessarily share in this privilege"
The East Central Perth
figure (10% of mUlti-ear-owning household residents using
public transport in an area poorly served by transit and with
a supply of parking spaces mat,ching it not exceeding the
local work force) indicates the possible size of this captive
component and suggests an effective choice of public transport significant,ly greater than the Banister indicat,ors
only in the very core of the C .. B"D ..

Before even this modest evidence is judged to
suppor't a need for modal choice modelling there are other
factors to consider..
The theories of Hensher, Lovelock
and ot,hers raise the possibility that the situation in the
core represents a 'fossilised' modal split.
That is,
woykey'S tr'avelling by good pUblic t,ransport prior to car
purchase, maint,ain their initial satisfactory choice and
cont,inue to do so until a deterioration of the service is perceived,
If this is the case, the implication is t,hat we should
not ~ccept, evidence that public t,Yansport is chosen in cert,ain
circumstances by largish proport,ions, as const,i tuting
additional evidence that improvements to public transport
(or even rest,raint, of the car) will induce further significant change in favour of the public mode..
Indeed, perhaps
it was this particular phenomenon that was evident in the
Sydney-siders intransigence in t,he face of the 1976 railfare cuts ..
ARE THE MODELS STATISTICALLY ACCURATE?

If it is generally the case that only a very small
proportion of those with access to a car will respond to pUblic
tYansport improvements and car restYaint by changing t,o
public transport, proponents may reply that, nevertheless,
in spite of the small propay tions, a more accurate pict,ure
is obt,ained from a poS=.-distributional modal choice model .
But, is the claim of increased accuracy spurious with the
refinement swamped by the Inoise' of the analytical process?
Unfortunately, modal choice modelling based on generalised cost differences is heaVily dependent upon two
part,icularly 'weak' areas of estimat,ion - the r'ep:resentation
of walking and vehicle :running times..
Average walking
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times become meaningless with large zone sizes typically
used in transportation studies, whilst the relationships
between speed, flow and capacity are only superficially
understood:
in a congested network junction delays are
extremely sensitive to small changes of flow"
In this context, Robbins (1978) has provided us with
some indication of statistical errors we might expect from
the typical modelling process.
According to Robbins the
accuracy with which individual zone-ta-zone improvements can
be synthesised is so poor as to defy calculat,ion but, in the
case of inter-sector movement by a minor mode, a typical

!J!-agnitude of 16,000 person trips has an

ass~ciated

error of

- 12% at a 95% confidence limit, :rising to ~ 26% for flows
a:round 3,000" (1)
These erro:rs relate to the modelling of
base-year travel patterns; they are the net erro:rs after
calibration and allowing for the random dist.ribution of
e:rrors (the 'cancelling out' process) and are simply due to
inaccuracies wi thin the model in relating input,s to outputs"
In addition, there are sampling errors in t,he original data,
there will be eIrors in forecasting input parameters, and
there will be temporal instability in the relationships
on which the model is based.
Normally the cross-sectional nature of the typical
transportation study model excludes the possibility of
taking account of time-·Ielated change but, in the few instances
i t has been conside:r'ed, modal split has fared badly"
It
was suggested, for example, that up to a 1 per cent annual
decline in the use of public transport in the Belfast aI'ea
was due to factors such as a general reduction in the length
of the working week and the spIead of television, reducing
travel t,o outside entertainment (Parker 1969) ..
Potential
instability in the model parameters of this order of magnit,ude would appear to swamp the effects of modal crosselasticities and suggest that the analytical effort is
mis-placed ..
Taking account of all these sources of estimating
eIroI' it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the introduction of a modal choice component has to date added complexity, an illusion of professionalism but very little, if
anything, t.o do with the overall accuracy of urban tIansport
models"

1

The PERTS 1970 study referred to ear1ieI, records a co2
efficient of determination (r ) of 0.58 for t:ransit work
trip interchanges at the I district·' level (n == 148) based
on a data aggregation averaging 29 surveyed trips"
The
expanded inter-district movement averaged 1,276 tI'ansit
trips"
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HOW RELEVANT IS THE CHOICE CONCEPT?
Fashions in transport change..
The 19505, and much
of the 1960s, was an age of freeways, perhaps not the building
of them but the widespread conviction that wi t,h them lay a
solution to transport problems"
The belief that promoting
public transport and restraining the car could provide a
betteI solut,ion replaced that earlier conviction and, as
noted earlier'l spawned the development of modal choice
modelling"
In conclusion, therefore, it is perhaps appropriate~ having analysed technicalitites of modal choice
modelling, to consider its relevance in the light of contemporary transport policy .
Difficult though it is to stand back from immediate
events I there are! nevertheless 1 i,ndications that transpoIt
policy is moving away from simply promoting pUblic t,ransport
and IestIicting cax use, with the singular intention of
altering the modal split"
On the one hand t,here is now
increasing recognition and emphasis on the widex' role of
traffic restxaint - for example in reducing environmental
pollution..
This finds expression in documents such as the
local Green Paper, Transpo:rt Policies for CentI'al Perth,
wherein it is suggested that, restraint has a part to play
in improving the general quality of life in central cities .
On the other hand, it is evident in the notion that public
transport has a role in providing increased opportunities
for those without access to cars, for the young, the old,
the infirm..
Indeed, with local figures (Knox 1977, p . 26)
suggesting that over half the total ridership comprises of
children/scholars and pensioners, pexhaps the t,radi tional
idea that public transport's chief role is to get people to
and from places of employment is itself rapidly becoming
outmoded"
A change in economic circumstances has led also to a
:reappraisal of policies bearing upon t,he modal choice issue ..
The economic xecession has curtailed temporarily the growth
of car ownership and use, and has curbed t,he pressures for
restr:aint.
The same economic recession has inadvertently
revised ideas on economic theory and policy with the result
that large public secto:r bor:rowing requirements are frowned
upon whilst, at the same time, inflationary pressures have
escalated pUblic t:ransport deficits which threaten to get out
of hand"
There is, therefore, a g:reater conce:rD wit,h the
financial management of public transport, and the possibility
that commuters switching from cars to public t,ransport may
have a detrimental effect on finances, again has restrained
enthusiasm for promoting such a change.,
These changes of policy should lead t,o a reformulat,ion of modelling requirements and there is ample evidence
that the recasting of transport planning analysis is indeed
t,aking place..
One particular featur'e of recent trends is
t,hat, in comparison with past t:ransportation studies, t,he
analysis is focused on specific or better defined problere
areas..
In turn, this has led to the increasing analysis of
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change through time and a willingness to analyse where
necessary at a level of aggregation both smaller and large.r
than the traditional approach to the modal split issue"
These features of contempor"ary analysis are exem-

plified in the context of public transport"

On the one

hand, gross estimates of pUblic transport revenues and costs
(required for public expenditure purposes) are being produced
fr'om relationships between city-wide trends in patronage
and car ownership, population unemployment (Cole and Tyson
1977), or population structures (Wildermuth 1977)"
On the
other hand, the possibilities of increasing patronage or
better serving social needs, in particular (sub) markets,
are being analysed using market resear'ch (Wi1dermuth and
Bettison 1977) or demonst,ration programmes"
Trends such as these are shifting the modelling
emphasis away from the analysis of modal transfers per se;
thereby removing the incentives which first led to the formulation of individual mode choice as a continuous adjustment
to differences in generalised cost"
Now that the relevance
of, as well as the original concept of, modal choice is in
doubt, perhaps the time has come to look to al ternati ve ways
of prDducing modal split estimates, and to close the chapter
on orthodox mode choice modelling.,
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